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assets?  Our rigorous tests find 
out which appliances keep their 
cool under pressure.
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NEWS BRIEFS

No Dragon of Feat Here!

News Briefs by Dermott Jewell

In February, the Journal of  Proteome Research published finding of  
a remarkable study into Komodo dragon blood. The findings 
of  a group of  experts indicated numerous elements that could 
result in better antibiotics for humans. Some 48 antimicrobi-
al peptides – never identified before - were discovered in the 
blood, many of  which work exceptionally well against patho-
genic bacteria.  In addition a further study, published in Bio-
films and Microbiomes, advances those discoveries considerably.  
The saliva of  the Komodo dragon includes dangerous bacte-
ria, some of  which could cause infections in humans or other 
animals.  However, this saliva has no negative impact on the 
dragons, bringing scientists to focus on this element in the fight 
against antibiotic-resistant bugs, a major concern in healthcare.  
The positive, of  course, here is how it is naturally created ele-
ments that are providing the remedies for and solutions to our 
ailments. 

 

At last, someone asked the true experts.  More than 100 young people (aged 13 
to 17) from Dublin, Cork, Dundalk and Galway connected through a live streamed 
workshop and revealed their belief that they should be better protected online 
and should receive better life-skills education, including online safety. More to the 
point, it is their opinion that the current curriculum is outdated, and important 
areas - notably, cyber safety and security - should have more emphasis across its 
provisions. This was Ireland’s first multi-site interactive conference for young peo-
ple to find out their thoughts and experiences on online safety. They were clear 
that there should be better regulation of social network providers as well as clearer 
take-down, block and reporting procedures across all platforms. These observa-
tions come at a time when online bullying is rampant among smartphone-using 
school-goers and when social networks are at the highest level of concern in terms 
of safety.  What I believe is key is how these observations come as Ireland prepares 
to create the role of a Digital Safety Commissioner with faster take-down powers 
modelled on similar positions established in New Zealand and Australia.  A key fac-
et of this role, it was claimed, should be education.  The CAI would be of the opinion 
that whatever initiative is taken or post created, there must be the resources com-
mitted to ensure its effectiveness in terms of technical capacity, legal standing and 
enforcement capacity – in real time!

The Washington Post recently carried detail of a 
lawsuit having been filed against the audio device 
manufacturer Bose over its app used in conjunction 
with a set of its Quiet Comfort 35 wireless headphones.  
According to the complaint, the code behind the 
companion app revealed that it is collecting data on the 
content being listened to by the user and subsequently 
sending it on to third parties.  This, it is claimed, vio-
lates the Wiretap Act and various other privacy laws.  It 
is important to note that Bose denied such accusations 
in the strongest terms and has committed to fighting 
what they have described as ‘inflammatory, misleading 
allegations’.  No – I’m not making this up!

A Head-phone Case from the USA

FASTER THAN A SPEEDING BULLET
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Action!
Silicon Republic reports that owners of 15.8 million vehicles in the US 
with potentially defective Takata air bags are eligible for repair, free 
rental of a car while awaiting the repair, reimbursement of reasonable 
expenses, including transportation, towing and lost wages or childcare 
costs accumulated as a result of the recall and the addition of up to $500 
in compensation under the terms of a new consumer settlement with 
several makers.  Toyota, Mazda, Subaru and BMW vehicles equipped 
with Takata air bags that could explode in a crash are included in the 
$553 million deal aimed at covering economic losses.  The package, 
which must still be approved by a federal judge, will cost Toyota $278.5 
million, BMW $131 million, Mazda $75.8 million and Subaru $68.3 million.  
The report advises that Ford, Honda and Nissan did not sign onto the 
deal, meaning their legal dispute over economic loss claims connected 
to Takata air bags will continue.
  The agreement follows Takata’s guilty plea in federal court and 
undertaking to pay $1 billion in penalties, including funds for people 
injured as a result of the air bags, which have been linked to a minimum 
of 16 deaths globally.
  The potentially defective airbags, which can spray shrapnel 
into occupants, are on more than 42 million vehicles worldwide.  The 
episode has triggered the largest recall in US history. What can the Irish 
owners expect? See below.............

A federal judge in San Francisco has 
advised his approval for Volkswagen 
Group's $1.2 billion buybacks-and-
repairs settlement with owners of 
six-cylinder diesel engine vehicles 
that were not included in the 
company's separate deal for car 
owners.  The move paves the way 
for the automaker to begin buying 
back about 20,000 polluting diesel 
vehicles, providing free fixes for 
another 63,000 and delivering extra 
payouts to each group.
  This is in addition to a 

separate settlement of nearly $15 
billion in which VW must buy back 
or repair nearly half a million 2-liter 
diesel vehicles.  The judge also 
approved a separate settlement 
in which VW supplier Bosch must 
pay $327.5 million to consumers, 
including $350 payments to 2-litre 
car owners and up to $1,500 each to 
3-litre owners.
  On top of the consumer 
compensation, the company 
must also pay $225 million for 
environmental remediation after 

the 3-liter diesel vehicles emitted 
nitrogen oxide at excessive rates.
  VW has admitted to and 
apologised for fitting 11 million 
vehicles worldwide with software 
to defeat emissions tests.  Vehicle 
owners can sign up for the 3-liter 
diesel settlement and receive 
compensation until 31st December 
2019.
  So – what can Irish owners 
expect, Ted? Not a whole lot, Dougal. 
It is, at best, Very Worrying (VW). Oh, 
right so, Ted.

Emission Admission of Defeat

Thank You and Goodnight.
We can all recall, whether it was through film or musical, the 
world famous Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus, 
known widely as ’the Greatest Show on Earth.’  The circus, made 
famous through showman P.T. Barnum in the 1800s, performed 
its final show, which was streamed live from its website, at the 
Nassau Veterans Memorial Coliseum in Uniondale, New York, 
this last month.  The circus announced in January that it planned 
to end its 146-year run as it struggled with declining attendance, 
and social pressure from animal rights activists.  The company 
won a long and costly court case against a $15.75 million judg-
ment against them in 2015.  But, despite that, the reality and 
belief  of  the owners was it grew outdated and difficult for audi-
ences with shorter attention spans to enjoy, making continuity 
pointless.  An historic moment in our time. ‘Don’t bother, they’re 
here’.
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For the three out of every 100 people 
in Ireland with a food allergy, accurate 
information on the food they buy is 
vital.  By law, these consumers must be 
made aware of the presence of allergenic 
ingredients in order to avoid serious 
and sometimes fatal consequences.  In 
the light of gravity of the unknowing 
consumption of allergens, findings 
published in May 2017 of an audit of food 
businesses by the Food Safety Authority 
of Ireland are alarming, as they reveal an 
“unacceptable level of non-compliance” 
when it comes to providing consumers 
with accurate written information on 
allergens in non-prepacked food.
  Under the Food Information to 
Consumers (FIC) legislation, which took 
effect at the end of 2014, food businesses 
not only must provide information on 
the presence of 14 specified allergens 
on the labelling of prepacked food, 
they also must provide consumers with 
written information on these allergens 
in non-prepacked food, which includes 
foods sold in loose form in restaurants, 
delis, cafés, canteens, takeaways, and so 
on.  The legislation stipulates that food 
businesses providing non-prepacked 
food must indicate to consumers in 
written form the use of any of the 14 
listed allergenic ingredients – which 
include gluten, eggs, fish, peanuts, soya 
beans, milk, and nuts - in the production 
or preparation of food and that it is not 
sufficient to have a sign telling customers 
to ask a member of staff.  This stipulation 
also applies to food ordered remotely, 
such as over the telephone or via a 
website.
  To determine the level of 
compliance with the legal requirements 
two years after the law came into 
effect, the FSAI undertook an audit of a 
representative sample of 50 food service 
businesses, including cafés, hotels, public 
houses, restaurants and takeaways.
The audits were unannounced to 
the food business operators and the 

establishments were selected in order 
to provide a relatively broad picture 
of allergen information compliance in 
different food business types across a 
range of geographical areas.  The key 
findings of the audit were as follows:

• Nearly one third (32%) of food 
businesses failed to provide any written 
allergen information

• Of the food business that provided 
written allergen information, only 24% 
provided allergen information that was 
accurate

• Of the 50 food businesses audited, 
26 provided inaccurate or incomplete 
allergen information, either leaving out 
a foodstuff or incorrectly recording the 
allergen content

• The vast majority of the food businesses 
assessed (44 out of 50 or 88%) had 
findings that required corrective 
action, with only six food business 
establishments fully compliant with the 
allergen information requirements

  The FSAI found that some of 
the reasons offered by food businesses 
for the high level of non-compliance 
included confusion and lack of awareness 
about the 14 food allergens that must be 
declared.  In addition, many of the food 
businesses that had not provided written 
allergen information stated that they did 
not realise that the information needed 
to be made available without a consumer 
having to request it specifically.  Many 
of the food businesses audited used 
online delivery companies or provided 
takeaway services, but no information 
was provided to their customers on 
the allergen content of the food being 
ordered and delivered.
  According to Dr Pamela Byrne, 
the FSAI’s Chief Executive, the audit’s 
findings are very worrying as they 

indicate a lack of 
awareness or willingness by food 
service businesses to prioritise the 
safety of people with food allergies.  Dr 
Byrne notes that “whether consumers 
are eating out, getting takeaways or 
having food delivered to their home 
or workplace, food businesses have a 
legal obligation to provide accurate food 
allergen information in writing.  The level 
of non-compliance we have identified 
through this audit is a cause for major 
concern. Food businesses must take 
action immediately to protect public 
health and to comply with the law.”
           Significant resources have 
already been provided by the FSAI 
and enforcement officials to help food 
businesses understand food allergens 
and how to meet their legal obligations 
and, in the wake of the recent findings, 
the FSAI is currently running an eight-
week information campaign across print, 
online and broadcast media with strong 
messages to emphasise the potentially 
grave consequences that missing or 
inaccurate allergen information can have 
on a consumer’s health.

Many food businesses fail to provide 
allergen information to consumers  

FOOD & HEALTH/News

Food & Health
 by Clodagh O’Donoghue

   

Since 2009, the FSAI has run an early 
warning system for people with 
allergies or intolerances.  Reasons 
why food allergen alerts are issued 
include the undeclared presence 
of an allergen or allergen labelling 
that is inadequate or incorrect.  
Those who register at https://www.
fsai.ie/subscribe/ receive real-time 
information and alerts about food 
allergy issues via email and text 
message as and when the FSAI 
becomes aware of them. 

FSAI EARLY WARNING 
SYSTEM FOR CONSUMERS 
WITH ALLERGIES
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MONEY NEWS

Money News
Central Bank Issues Warning
The Central Bank of Ireland has recently 
issued a warning to consumers to be 
aware of a firm called Zanta Ventures. 
This firm (www.zanta.tk) has been 
operating as a payment institution and 
money transmission business in the State 
without the Central Bank's authorisation.  
Worryingly, this firm had cloned the name 
and registered address of a company 
called Zanta Ventures Limited. This is a 
company registered in the Irish Companies 
Registration Office (CRO) and which does 
not deal in the area of financial services. 
There is no connection between Zanta 
Ventures registered with the CRO and the 
unauthorised entity Zanta Ventures that 
has adopted its details. 
  In Ireland, it is a criminal 
offence for an unauthorised firm to 
provide financial services in Ireland that 
would require an authorisation under 
legislation and the Central Bank is the 
body responsible for enforcing this.  It is 
important to know that if you deal with a 
firm that is not authorised then you would 

not be eligible for compensation from the 
Investor Compensation Scheme. 
  The Central Bank notes that 
unauthorised firms are increasingly 
adopting the details of existing registered 
companies to appear more legitimate to 
consumers.  In doing this, the fraudsters 
will adopt all the legitimate information of 
an authorised business, including company 
registration number and links to legitimate 
websites and perhaps provide the real 
address of an authorised company also. 
  The Central Bank recommends 
that consumers check its register to verify 
a firm’s details and to call the firm directly 
using its advertised phone number.  The 
register can be checked at http://registers.
centralbank.ie or the Central Bank can be 
contacted by phone on 01 2244000. 
  Dealing with unregulated firms 
will also mean that consumers will not 
have access to the services of the Financial 
Services Ombudsman. Some firms may, 
under European law, be allowed to operate 
in Ireland without being authorised by the 

Central Bank.  Such firms are regulated by 
their home state, although the Central Bank 
is responsible for some regulation in the 
Consumer Protection area known as the 
conduct of business rules. These firms may 
not appear on the registers, so if you are 
uncertain make contact with the Central 
Bank directly.   
  Some financial services 
providers, such as credit intermediaries, 
are authorised by the Competition and 
Consumer Protection Commission and 
not the Central Bank.  Others such as 
online betting and gaming websites, debt 
collectors, loss adjusters and financial 
education companies do not require 
authorisation by the Central Bank at all. 
  A list of unauthorised firms in 
respect of whom warning notices have 
been published by the Central Bank to date 
is available at www.centralbank.ie  and a 
quick search here will demonstrate how 
difficult it is to gauge the legitimacy of a 
company by appearance alone.

Money News by Róisín Moloney Weekes

The switch to contactless
Recent reports point to contactless payments as the likely reason for growth in debit card spend-
ing.  According to Central Bank figures, debit card point-of-sale spending increased by 14% in 
March 2017 compared with March 2016.  Total debit card spending amounted to €4.3 billion in 
March last.  A further €1.6 billion was withdrawn from ATMs.  This is balanced by a decrease 
in credit card spending to €871 million in March.  Consumers appear to be using debit cards 
abroad more frequently, with expenditure outside of  Ireland reaching €858 million from January to March 2017, an increase of  16% 
on the same time last year.  While Irish consumers still have a significant credit card debt of  approximately €1.2 billion in outstanding 
balances liable for interest for the month of  March, just 8% of  these cards have exceeded their credit limit. 
  The Central Bank’s figures also show that Irish consumers are continuing to shop more online, although there was a 
drop-off  from the peak of  €918 million in the month of  January, which is being put down to the January sales, down to €857 million.  
The use of  credit cards online has continued to rise despite its decline in other areas. 
  Contactless is relatively new to Irish consumers and most banks now issue contactless debit cards as a default.  An 
antenna symbol on the card indicates that you have the facility.  The process is designed for convenience and all consumers have to 
do is to tap their contactless card over the payments machine and a beep sound will indicate that the transaction is complete.  These 
cards have a small built-in antenna that sends encrypted information when the card is tapped on the reader.  Consumers can make a 
payment of  €30 or less using the contactless facility.  Some commentators believe that fraud relating to contactless cards is minimal and 
accounts for less than 1% of  all criminal card activity.  Others, however, such as UK consumer watchdog Which?, believe that the risk 
is more significant and is worthy of  preventative action.  Which? research has found that if  a person is standing close to a contactless-
enabled card then a criminal can easily lift the sensitive account details using an inexpensive reader that may be purchased online.  
Which? advises consumers to protect their money by wrapping their wallet lining or individual cards in tin foil, as this can deflect the 
reader and shield the card.  Metal card holders are now also available. 
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The initial price is not always the final price 
when booking holidays online. This is the 
warning from the European Consumer 
Centre Network (ECC-Net), which has called 
for consumers to be aware of this and to 
take measures to avoid any unpleasant 
surprises. 
  The ECC-Net recently published 
its report entitled Online Holiday Booking: 
is the initial price the final price?.  The 
report revealed that EU consumers are 
often surprised by price increases.  It also 
points to extra fees as the cause in the 
majority of cases for increased prices that 
occur between the initial price quoted and 
the final price at the payment stage of the 
booking process.
  According to Martina Nee, Press 
and Communications Officer for ECC 
Ireland, “We’re all eager to get away for the 
summer so it’s great when we see what we 
think is a good deal but we would advise 
consumers to hold back, take your time, and 
do your research.  The initial price might be 
great but just remember that when booking 
holidays online the final price could be 
much higher and this should clearly show 
all the fees and other charges.  Make sure 
to also check if there are extra services 
included, read the terms and conditions 
looking out for things like cancellation 
and refund policies, and take screenshots 
of what you’re booking in case something 
goes wrong.”
  In 2015, the ECC-Net received 
23,103 queries by consumers relating to the 
topic of holidays.  Of this, 10,286 complaints 
were related to online holiday bookings. 

The convenience of online booking is 
certainly undeniable but it is reported by 
the ECC-Net that a certain proportion of 
consumers felt deceived and were often 
frustrated by the price indication processes 
used by online platforms/travel agents, 
airlines, hotels, or car rental companies.  
The ECC-Net Joint Project - which was 
led by ECC Luxembourg and involved 
information gathered from all ECCs, 
including ECC Ireland - endeavoured to 
test whether the initial price of flights, 
hotels, cars, timeshares or other holiday 
services corresponds to the final price paid 
by a consumer at the end of the booking 
process.
  The report’s findings threw 
up issues around booking flights, which 
appeared to be the main problem for 
consumers regarding price indication 
of online bookable holiday services.  In 
the majority of cases, management fees, 
credit card fees and fees for checking-in 
passengers led to a price increase compared 
with the ‘initial price’.  In most cases, these 
problems were encountered during an 
online reservation via a trader’s website.

The ECC offers consumers the following 
tips to avoid surprises when booking their 
holidays online:

• Prices should be indicated inclusive of all 
fees and taxes. 

• Try to verify what extra services are 
included and, if they are not included, look 
for the list of ‘extras’ so as to see the full 
price of the service you want to book.

• Do not rush the booking online process 
- take your time as often there is no free 
cancellation of reservations. 

• Make sure the 'flexible-dates function' 
is not pre-set unless you are flexible with 
dates. 

• In terms of insurance, consider what 
insurance you already have and what you 
really need and, when signing up, check 
what are you getting and for what price.

• Be aware that pre-ticked boxes or pre-set 
extras are not allowed in the EU – complain 
to ECC Ireland if you come across any such 
practices.

• Be aware that credit card fees might be 
added to any price quoted and check for 
information on this. 

• It might be useful to take screenshots of 
what you are booking in case of problems 
later on.  

• Read through everything very carefully, 
double checking what you have chosen or 
opted into before finalising the transaction.
 
• Be sure to check that all details, including 
your email and your name and address, 
are correct and don’t forget to check your 
email inbox for booking confirmation and 
important notes from the trader.  Be aware 
that these notifications can sometimes end 
up inadvertently in your junk-mail inbox.
  
Lastly, enjoy your holiday and the saving 
you make booking it online.

ECC-Net warns of price hikes 
when booking holidays online 

Useful contact

European Consumer Centre Ireland
MACRO Building
1 Green Street
Dublin 7
D07 X6NR
http://www.eccireland.ie
tel 01 8797620
email: info@eccireland.ie
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PRODUCT/TECHNOLOGY NEWS

Shaking up the 

laundry scene
Tumble dryers traditionally use heat to 
evaporate the moisture out of laundry 
but technology is being developed 
that instead utilises high-frequency 
sound waves to dry clothes.  There are 
a number of benefits being claimed 
for the ultrasonic approach, including 
much reduced drying times and a 
corresponding significant decrease in 
the amount of energy needed.   
  Developed by scientists at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee, 
in partnership with US multinational 
corporation General Electric, the 
prototype machine is fitted with small 
sheets inside the drum that convert an 
electric signal into vibrations.   These 
vibrations are at a high frequency and 
can shake the water out of clothes, 
turning it into a cold mist.  The water is 
then driven to the outer part of the drum 
where it flows down into a collection 
tank.  According to the US Department 
of Energy, which supported the project, 
whereas a standard clothes dryer takes 
on average 50 minutes to dry a medium-
sized laundry load, the prototype can do 
the same job in around 20 minutes.
  Another advantage to 
ultrasonic technology that has been 
noted is that it appears to create a lot less 
lint, which is a side effect in conventional 
tumble dryers due to tiny fibres being 
dislodged from clothes by the hot air 
stream.  In addition, heat can cause extra 
wear on the fabric and colours to fade 
over time – both of which consequences 
appear to be avoided using this new 
approach.  All in all, ultrasonic clothes 
drying sounds like it might be the way 
forward.

Product News by Clodagh O'Donoghue

The products featured on these pages have not been tested by the Consumers’ Association of Ireland 
and their inclusion here is not, in any way, an endorsement of them. 

Pictionary is a classic board-game standard 
in many a home and now it has officially 
been brought into the digital age with the 
launch of an app version you can play on 
your phone or tablet.  Launched in 1985, 
Pictionary has led to much hilarity in the 
intervening years, taking its inspiration from 
Charades but with players drawing on paper 
instead of acting out the answers.  No real 
artistic ability is required, and indeed the 
worse the artist, often the more laughter is 
generated.  
  Produced by social games 
developer Etermax in collaboration with toy 
manufacturer Mattel, the mobile version 
of the game offers two modes – one is a 
turn-based game and the other a game 
you play in real time.  In the turn-based 
mode, you can take your time drawing your 
masterpiece before sending it to a friend 
who will try to guess what it is.  The friend 
will see slots for the number of letters in the 
word and can type their suggested answers 
in.  Those who guess correctly will receive 
coins and those who make an incorrect 
guess can try again or use a hint.
  The real-time mode involves a 
two-by-two challenge, where one pair of 
friends takes on another two-man team 
and players can see what their partners or 
opponents are drawing and make guesses 
accordingly while the picture is still in 
progress.  The app contains thousands of 
words for players to draw divided into four 
categories: ‘person, place or animal’, ‘object’, 
‘action’, and - for the really confident artists 
- ‘difficult’.  Players have access to a range 
of digital drawing tools – such as a pencil, 
paintbrush, crayon, pen and eraser – and 
these can be upgraded the more you win.
The app is free to download onto Apple, 
Android and Amazon devices and is 
available in English, Spanish, Portuguese, 
French, Italian, German, Dutch, Turkish, or 
Russian.

Pictionary on the go

Product/Tech  News
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You may have seen them and wondered what they are, or heard about them and wondered what 
they look like… fidget spinners are the latest craze to take this part of the world by storm.   
   Originally touted as a tool to help people with various concentration and 
anxiety conditions, these little items have now moved into the realm of fun distraction, popular 
among the young and not so young.  Fidget spinners are small plastic or metal toys that fit into 
the palm of the hand with a central ball bearing or weighted disc and a two- or three-pronged 
rotational blade that spins around once you give it a flick.  Described as a modern version of 
the traditional spinning top, these toys follow in the wake of a long line of childhood fads that 
sweep through often more than one generation – remember hula hoops, yo-yos, Rubik’s Cubes, 
tamagotchis, Beanie Babies, Beyblades, loom bands?  Depending on what age you are, you will 
have your own list.
   While other crazes have relied on collectability or competition, it has been 
suggested that the appeal of the fidget spinner is due to the toy’s immediately addictive nature 
and the sensation that comes from holding a fast-spinning contraption in your hand.  Inevitably, 
more proficient users want to show off their skill and prowess by performing various tricks – 
balancing the spinning device on fingers, toes and even their nose or stacking them on top of one another to create a mesmerising 
spinning tower.  Those who need more ideas can look up the plethora of YouTube videos and tutorials that have appeared online.
   At the most basic level, fidget spinners are extremely affordable, retailing at around €5 with a plastic or ceramic 
centre and a range of colours to choose from.  Those who want to upscale or are seeking a high-quality office toy can opt for high-speed 
aluminium alloy spinners, spinners that light up, pure brass spinners and the like, with prices rising to €100 or more.
   Despite the suggestion that these toys can soothe anxiety and aid concentration, the evidence for this is scant and 
many experts remain unconvinced.  Some schools in the US and UK, and at least one in Ireland, have taken the decision to ban fidget 
spinners as being distracting for pupils.  Further, the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission (CCPC) has issued a warning over 
the safety of some fidget spinners.  The CCPC has noted issues with some of the devices on sale, including  the lack of a CE mark, the lack 
of the required small parts warning, the absence of information about the manufacturer, and the presence of parts that easily detach and 
pose a serious choking hazard.  The advice for those considering purchasing a fidget spinner is to look for a genuine CE mark, check for 
information on the packaging on the name and contact details of the manufacturer and examine the fidget spinner for any detachable 
small parts that could become stuck in a child’s nose, ears or throat, causing injury.

Going for a spin? 

Keep taking the 
tablets
Medication compliance or adherence - the 
degree to which a patient correctly follows 
medical advice when it comes to taking 
tablets and other medications – makes all the 
difference to a patient’s recovery or ongoing 
well-being, but remembering to take what 
tablet when can be a problem for many.  
Several innovations have been introduced to 
aid patients’ memory and the latest is Pillsy.  
Essentially a Bluetooth-enabled bottle cap, 
Pillsy fits on to a regular-sized pill bottle and 
can communicate with an app on your Apple 
or Android phone to monitor whether or not 
you are taking your tablets on time.
   Users transfer their 
tablets to the Pillsy bottle and input their 

dosing schedule into the app.  After the initial 
set-up, the Pillsy cap will flash and beep as 
a reminder that it is time to take your next 
tablet.  The cap will also signal a warning if 
you accidentally try to take an extra dose.  
And if you miss a dose, a reminder will be 
sent to your phone – you can choose whether 
this reminder comes through as a text or 
voice message or as a notification on your 
lockscreen.  If you happen not to be near your 
tablets at the time the notification arrives, 
you can set the app to remind you as soon as 
you get within Bluetooth range of the bottle.
   Once the app has been 
set up, the Pillsy cap can automatically track 
how many tablets have been taken and 
when, without you needing to open up the 
app.  The app has additional uses if you are 
trying to keep an eye on a loved one located 
elsewhere - an elderly parent, for example.  
Once this person is using a Pillsy bottle, 

you can set the app so that you will receive 
a notification if they have missed a dose, 
enabling you to get in touch to issue a gentle 
reminder yourself.  
   The system works by 
tracking when the bottle is opened and 
closed, and so, of course, in theory users can 
cheat by removing and replacing the cap 
without bothering to take the mediation.  
However, this is a system designed for those 
who want to comply with their doctor’s 
orders but who find that they regularly forget.  
A simple coin cell battery powers the cap and 
should last for around a year before it will 
need to be replaced.  The cap itself comes 
in several colours and two versions - a smart 
vitamin cap to be used with a screw-top 
bottle and a smart medication cap for use 
with a childproof medication bottle, priced at 
around $75 each.
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One in three children in Europe is either 
overweight or obese.  That is the alarming 
conclusion from the World Health 
Organization (WHO).   The WHO in its 
2016 Report of the Commission on Ending 
Childhood Obesity shows that this ‘epidemic’ 
is directly linked to the marketing of 
unhealthy food and drinks to children.
Major EU food companies have 
acknowledged the issue and previously, in 
2012, many such food companies voluntarily 
committed to market their products more 
responsibly via their own ‘EU Pledge’.  As 
laudable as this initiative can be, the Pledge is 
bringing patchy developments for one main 
reason: The nutrition criteria that define 
which food can be marketed to children are 
too lenient. 

Table: Example of differences between the 
EU Pledge and the WHO’s nutrient profiles

Source: BEUC

In the example above, breakfast cereals 
made up of a whopping third of sugar are 
allowed to be heavily marketed to children.  
The Consumers’ Association of Ireland (CAI) 
has regularly for the last number of years 
analysed the sugar content of the major 
brands of breakfast cereals sold on the Irish 
marketplace confirming how much sugar is 
in each product.  Many of these breakfast 
cereals are targeted exclusively to children 
with strong brand mascots. 
  The Broadcasting Authority 
of Ireland published a Children’s 

Communication Code in August 2013 which 
includes rules on the promotion to children 
of foods that are high in fat, salt and sugar.  
For the purpose of the Code, the nutrient 
profiling model developed by the UK Food 
Standards Agency is used to assess whether 
commercial communications are for a 
product or service that is high in fat, salt or 
sugar and therefore subject to restrictions 
and regulation.  The CAI believes that this 
Children’s Communication Code should be 
aligned to the nutrient profile model of the 
WHO as detailed in the WHO 2016 Report 
of the Commission on Ending Childhood 
Obesity.
  The Government is to be 
commended for the publication last year of 
its Obesity Policy and Action Plan 2016-2025 
– A Healthy Weight for Ireland.  One of 
the Step 3 Actions within the Plan for the 
years 2016-2018 is to develop, implement 
and evaluate a code of practice for food and 

beverages promotion, marketing 
and sponsorship. 
 In an effort to get the 
best evidence on the existing 
‘state of play’ as regards the 
advertising of food to children, 
the CAI is now calling upon the 
Minister of Health to utilise the 
WHO’s new tool for monitoring 
advertising of food to children. 

The CAI would suggest that safefood could 
complete this task as they are completing 
numerous actions under the auspices of the 
Obesity Policy and Action Plan.
  This new protocol tool gives 
detailed advice to Governments on how 
to collect data on such advertising.  The 
protocol tool sets out a system whereby 
Member States can catalogue advertising 
of food to children to provide data on both 
exposure and the power of the advertising to 
children.  Only with such ‘independent’ 
data can the Department of Health establish 
a Code that is sufficiently robust.  The Code 
should also follow the nutrient profiles 

established by the WHO in their 2016 
Report on Ending Childhood Obesity.  In 
addition, the data could also be utilised for a 
review of the operation of the Broadcasting 
Authority of Ireland’s Children’s Commercial 
Communication Code (2013).
  The CAI has consistently 
highlighted the issue of the high sugar 
content of specific food products like 
breakfast cereals which are targeted at 
children.  This request to the Minister of 
Health is part of our efforts to ensure that 
parents are not misled as to the nutrient 
content of foods they purchase for their 
children.  The proposed Code of Practice for 
food and beverages promotion, marketing 
and sponsorship must be robust and in line 
with obligations signed by Ireland in the WHO 
initiative to eliminate childhood obesity. 
  The CAI looks forward to a positive 
response from the Minister of Health to this 
request to utilise the WHO protocol in order 
to obtain the best evidence on the present 
‘state of play’ in the Irish marketplace with 
regard to marketing and advertising food 
to children.  Only with such independent 
and clear evidence can the Minister and 
the Department of Health stand over the 
robustness of the proposed Code of Practice 
for food and beverages promotion, marketing 
and sponsorship as detailed in their Obesity 
Policy and Action Plan 2016-2025.  

Raymond O’ Rourke
Chairman
Consumers’ Association of Ireland   

 

Council

Advertising 
of Food to 

Children

Criteria EU Pledge WHO nutrient profiles

Breakfast cereals 
can be advertised to 

children

With max 30g of 
sugar per 100g

With max 15g of 
sugar per 100g

Yoghurts can be 
advertised to children

With max 13.5g 
of sugar per 

100g

With max 10g of 
sugar per 100g
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FOOD & HEALTH/Pesticides

Fruit and vegetables provide powerful health benefits but 
could consumers be getting more than they bargained for 
when it comes to their ‘five a day’? 

It is well known that fruit and vegetables 
are the building blocks of a healthy diet.  
However, over the last number of years, 
concerns surrounding the increased use 
of pesticides on crops have been raised 
in the media.  In Ireland, the Department 
of Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
(DAFM) regularly investigates pesticide 
levels in popular food commodities sold 
in Irish supermarkets.  The Department’s 
last report on the issue confirmed such 
concerns, with the proportion of fruit 
and vegetable samples exceeding legal 
pesticide limits doubling between 2012 
and 2014.   Although the use of pesticides 
on fruit and vegetable crops appears 
to be on the rise, the absolute number 
of samples exceeding maximum limits 
was small (2.6%).   The majority (65%) of 
fruit and vegetable samples taken from 
the Irish market were found to have 
pesticide residues, but these residuals 
were within maximum limits set by the EU.  
For most consumers, choosing a healthy 
diet is a challenge and this challenge is 
scarcely made easier when consumers 
are bombarded with what can appear to 
be conflicting nutritional advice.  With 
supermarket trips becoming increasingly 
confusing excursions, we take a look at 

pesticides in the fruit and vegetable aisle 
in an effort to allay concerns. 

What are pesticides?
According to the Food Safety Authority 
of Ireland, pesticides - or plant protection 
products as they are otherwise known 
- refer to products either chemical or 
biological in nature that are used to 
control, repel or prevent organisms such 
as fungal diseases, weeds or insect pests 
from damaging crops. 
  Agricultural pesticides come in 
both synthetic and natural forms.  The 
active agents in synthetic pesticides are 
chemical-based compositions developed 
in laboratories, while natural pesticides 
occur in nature.  Planting garlic with 
tomatoes to deter red spider mites is 
one such example of a natural pesticide.  
Conventional farmers, however, generally 
spray synthetic pesticides on crops 
for plant protection.  Imazalil, which is 
a pesticide primarily used to prevent 
decay of citrus during storage and 
transportation, was the most commonly 
detected plant protector in the fruit and 
vegetable samples tested by the DAFM in 
its latest report. 

Do pesticides threaten our 
health?
The EU sets strict limits on the use of 
pesticides to ensure that their use will not 
pose a threat to human health, animals or 
the environment.  Stringent assessments 
are carried out to establish Maximum 
Residue Limits (MRLs) with which growers 
are obliged to comply.  These limits are set 
on the basis of trials that assess residue 
levels and are designed to ensure that 
such residuals will not cause consumers 
adverse health effects.  Within the EU, the 
authorization of plant protection products 
is strictly controlled.  The Department 
of Agriculture works in tandem with the 
European Food Safety Authority to ensure 
that food commodities available on the 
Irish market comply with EU guidelines.  
The National Pesticide Residues Control 
Programme is specifically tasked with 
enforcing EU regulations and ensuring 
that Irish consumers are not exposed 
to unacceptable risks from pesticide 
residues.  The most recent report released 
concluded that for the majority of samples 
analysed in 2014, short-term exposure to 
pesticides was found to be negligible or 
within a range that is unlikely to pose a 
consumer health concern.

Pesticides On Our Plates
REPORT by Sarah Breathnach 

At a glance
• Use of pesticides on crops
• Organic alternative
• Allaying concerns
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Does washing fruit get rid of 
pesticides?
Rinsing fruit and vegetables under running 
water is a reliable way of removing surface 
residuals.  However, not all pesticides can 
be washed away.  For instance, certain 
plant protectors are systematic, meaning 
that they are absorbed into the root of the 
plant becoming resident in the flesh of the 
food.   More commonly, though, pesticides 
can get trapped in the wax coating used 
to protect certain fruits and vegetables 
or can stick to soft skins making them 
difficult to remove.  Rubbing softer 
skinned fruits such as nectarines or using 
a vegetable brush on vegetables with a 
harder exterior like potatoes or carrots will 
help to get rid of surface dirt, germs and 
residues.

Should we go organic?
The vast majority of synthetic pesticides 
used in conventional farming, including all 
the most harmful varieties, are prohibited 
in organic farming.  Prior to the approval 
of any plant protection substance, it must 
undergo rigorous testing to rule out any 
potential adverse effects on humans, 
animals and the environment.  Farmers 
are also encouraged to follow integrated 
‘pest-management plans’, in which the 
use of approved organic pesticide is set 
out as a last resort measure.  Instead of 
using agrochemicals, organic farmers 
focus on the promotion of soil fertility 
through natural measures.  One of 
the fundamental principles of organic 
farming is to feed the soil rather than 
the plant.  Soil fertility is protected by 
crop rotation, which allows the land to 
regenerate its nutrients naturally.  Such 
techniques allow organic producers to 
avoid chemical fertilisers, pesticides and 
herbicides.  Despite efforts by organic 
farmers to eschew synthetic pesticides, 
concerns over pesticide drift have been 
raised.  It is thought that the practice of 
spraying chemical pesticides onto crops 
growing on conventional farms may cause 

undesirable substances to inadvertently 
end up on crops in neighbouring organic 
farms.  The most recent DAFM report, 
however, quells concerns over pesticide 
drift, reporting that all of the organic 
produce in their analysis fell into the very 
low-risk or low-risk categories.  Given that 
conscious efforts are made to only expose 
organic crops to natural plant protection 
or at least minimal levels of synthetic 
versions, broadly speaking, consumers can 
rest assured that they are reducing their 
exposure to pesticides. Indeed, consumers 
appear to be increasingly opting for 
organic, with Bord Bia reporting growth of 
23% in organic food sales during 2016. 
  The drawback, however, of going 
organic is the higher cost consumers 
incur.  The higher cost attached to organic 
produce is primarily because organic 
farming practices use the land less 
intensively than conventional methods, 
meaning conventional farms are capable 
of producing far more food per acre of 
land.  Recent studies have indicated that 
there are certain foods that appear to 
systematically contain elevated levels of 
pesticide residuals. Given that organic 
fruits and vegetables are almost invariably 
more expensive than conventionally 
grown produce, it may be beneficial for 
consumers to consider prioritising which 
produce the extra money is best spent on.   
According to a report produced by the 
expert committee on Pesticide Residues 
in Food UK, of the fruits analysed in 2015, 
pears (88%), grapes (79%), apples (59%), 
bananas (59%) and pineapple (52%) were 
the items in their sample most frequently 
found to contain more than one pesticide 
residue.  In terms of vegetables, beans 
with pods (37%), celery (35%), chili 
peppers (31%), peppers (31%) and lettuce 
(29%) had the most number of samples 
containing more than one pesticide 
residue. It should, however, be noted that 
none of these samples contained residues 
beyond the maximum EU limits.  Although 
findings can vary from year to year, all of 

the fruits listed above with the exception 
of pineapple were also reported as most 
frequently found to contain more than 
one pesticide residue in 2014.   In the 
US, the Environmental Working Group 
annually releases two lists of fruit and 
vegetables that are classified as the 
‘Dirty 12’ and the ‘Clean 15’ on the basis 
of their pesticide content.  It seems that 
some foods may be worse for containing 
pesticide residue than others.  Consumers 
may, therefore, gain the best value from 
shopping selectively for organic produce.  
For consumers wishing to buy organic, 
comparing supermarket and farmers’ 
market prices may also be worthwhile.

The bottom line 
The health benefits of getting our five a 
day far outweigh the risks of pesticides.  
A diet rich in fruit and vegetables should 
be the primary goal even if that means 
eating items that are considered ‘higher 
risk’ in terms of pesticides.  If the budget 
won’t always stretch to organic produce, 
be selective.  As it stands, only one in four 
of the Irish population reports eating five 
or more portions of fruit and vegetables 
a day.  It seems that the observed lack 
of fruit and vegetables on our plates is 
possibly a more pressing concern than the 
potential presence of pesticides on our 
plates. 

Five take-home messages  1. The vast majority of samples of fruit and vegetables available on the Irish market contained residues at levels that were in 
compliance with EU legislation.

2. In the short-term, exposure to pesticides (at the levels set by the EU) does not appear to pose a significant threat to human health. 
The long-term consequences are less well understood. 

3. Washing fruit and vegetables is essential, but may not fully remove pesticides.

4. Not all fruit and vegetables are equal. Certain produce contain higher levels of pesticides. 

5. A diet rich in fruits and vegetables far outweighs the risks of pesticides.
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Consumer Choice investigates enduring power 
of attorney - what exactly it does, who should 
execute one and how does it work?

At a glance
• What is enduring power of attorney
• Who should consider it
• New legislation

As with a will, there is a common 
misconception that enduring power of 
attorney (EPA) should only be considered 
by older people.  Unfortunately, life is not 
so predictable and, particularly in times of 
increased life expectancy, diseases such 
as dementia and Alzheimer's are on the 
increase.  Mental capacity is also lost as 
a result of strokes and particularly in the 
case of acquired brain injury as a result of 
accidents.  Those of us lucky enough to 
live into our senior years should certainly 
give EPA some thought but the same 
applies to people of all ages because EPAs 
apply regardless of how capacity is lost.
  Many of us have heard of a power 
of attorney.  This is a legal document 
created by a person known as the ‘donor’.  
The donor gives authority to another 
individual, known as the ‘attorney’, to act 
on their behalf.  This general power of 
attorney is most often used for a specific 
purpose and gives to the attorney limited 
powers for a particular purpose, such as 
the sale of a property.  This general power 
of attorney will come to an end when the 
particular transaction ends.
  An EPA on the other hand 
is a legal document created by the 
donor while they are well and mentally 
competent.  This document gives the 
attorney(s) the power to manage the 
donor’s affairs in the event that the donor 
becomes mentally incapacitated.  The 
attorney will not have any such power 
while the donor is able to manage their 
own affairs.  For the attorney to invoke the 

EPA, the donor must have been certified 
medically as having lost capacity and 
the attorney must follow the process of 
registering the EPA with the Wards of 
Court Office -  and until this is complete 
the attorney cannot act.  The donor can 
revoke an EPA at any time before an 
application is made for registration.
  If you decide to create an EPA 
you have the advantage of deciding who 
will be responsible for managing your 
affairs in the event that you become 
mentally incapable.  An EPA can be 
designed by the donor and tailored to 
their particular circumstances.   A donor 
can opt for certain restrictions that would 
safeguard their assets or attempt to avoid 
family disputes.  For example, a donor 
might only allow the sale of property with 
the agreement of all or the majority of the 
family members.  The courts do have far 
reaching powers in terms of supervising 
attorneys and their role when an EPA has 
taken effect and a court will be able to give 
direction in relation to the management 
and sale of property.

Who to appoint 
When considering who you might appoint, 
keep in mind that it does not have to 
be a family member.  You can appoint 
more than one person to act together 
or separately, or you can appoint a trust 
corporation but you, the donor, must have 
confidence and trust in the person(s) you 
choose and believe that they will act in 
your best interests.

  A person who is under 18, or 
who has been convicted of offences 
involving fraud or dishonesty, or a person 
adjudicated a bankrupt or disqualified 
under the Companies Act cannot act as an 
attorney.  Any person or trust who owns a 
nursing home in which the donor lives or 
is an employee or agent of cannot act as 
attorney either.

How to create an EPA 
Given that the EPA involves the transfer 
of significant powers from the donor 
to another person, a number of legal 
safeguards are in place.  Executing an EPA 
requires the involvement of a solicitor and 
doctor.  A document creating the EPA must 
be in a particular format and must include 
the following:

• A statement by a doctor verifying that 
in his/her opinion that the donor had 
the mental capacity at the time that the 
document was executed to understand 
the effect of creating the power

• A statement from the donor that they 
understood the effect of creating the 
power

• A statement from a solicitor that he/she 
is satisfied that the donor understood the 
effect of creating the power of attorney

• A statement from a solicitor that the 
donor was not acting under undue 
influence

Money/Enduring Power of Attorney

REPORT by Róisín Moloney Weekes

Enduring Power of Attorney
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At least two people must be notified of the 
making of an EPA, none of whom will be 
the attorney.

An attorney’s powers 
When you appoint an attorney you are 
giving them power to deal with your 
affairs and personal care.  These powers 
can be tailored as you, the donor, requires 
and certain matters can be restricted.  
The personal care aspect may include 
where you might live, whom you might 
see, your diet, the ability to inspect your 
papers and deal with your social welfare 
affairs and other financial matters.  
Healthcare decisions are distinct from 
personal care and your medical treatment 
preferences should be considered.  The 
option to register your medical treatment 
preferences is available on www.
thinkahead.ie.
  As noted above, as a safety 
mechanism of sorts, you, the donor, must 
give notice of the execution of the EPA 
after execution to at least two people who 
are known as notice parties. A spouse, child 
or relative, as applicable, must be at least 
one notice party.
  It is to be remembered that an 
attorney must provide the donor with 
written notice and must notify the notice 
parties of his or her intention to register 
the EPA five weeks prior to making an 
application to the Wards of Court Office.  
The attorney must apply to the High 
Court to have the EPA registered and the 
application must be accompanied by a 
doctor’s certificate stating that the donor 
is no longer in a position to manage their 
affairs.  The EPA will only come into force 
once it has been registered but once 
application to register has been submitted 
the attorney may act on the donor’s behalf 
to provide for maintenance and prevent 
any loss of the donor’s estate and to make 
any personal care decisions that require 
immediate action.
  If the donor chooses to terminate 
the EPA for any reason they may do so 
but in certain circumstances the EPA will 
be terminated automatically, such as the 
death of the donor.  Also in circumstances 
where the donor is the spouse or civil 
partner of the attorney and they are 
divorced or separated either by agreement 
or judicial separation, or their relationship 
is annulled, in such circumstances if an 
attorney was to seek to register the EPA, 
the EPA would cease and the attorney 
becomes a person who cannot be granted 
power to act as the donor’s attorney.

Assisted Decision-Making 
(Capacity) Act 2015 
The Assisted Decision-Making (Capacity) 

Act 2015 was signed by the President on 
30th December 2015.  The legislation is 
aimed at reforming Ireland’s capacity 
legislation, which has been in place since 
the 19th century, and establishes a modern 
statutory framework to support decision 
making by adults who find it difficult to 
make decisions without help.
  Under the Powers of Attorney 
Act 1996, a person can create an EPA as 
outlined above.  The 2015 Act expands 
these powers to include healthcare 
matters.  It requires attorneys appointed 
under the Act to abide by the guiding 
principles and to be subject to supervision 
by the Director of the Decision Support 
Service, who will also have the role of 
registering new EPAs.
  The Act makes provision for 
advance healthcare directives, the purpose 
of which is to enable a person to be treated 
according to their will and preferences and 
to provide healthcare professionals with 
important information about the person 
in relation to their treatment choices.   In 
an advance healthcare directive, a person 
may appoint a designated healthcare 
representative to take healthcare 
decisions on his or her behalf when he or 
she no longer has the capacity to make 
those decisions.  The Director of the 
Decision Support Service will be tasked 
with supervising designated healthcare 
representatives.
  The Decision Support Service 
will be set up within the Mental Health 
Commission to support decision-making 
by and for adults with capacity difficulties.  
The Director of the Decision Support 
Service will supervise and handle 
complaints against decision-making 
assistants, co-decision makers, decision-
making representatives, attorneys 
of enduring powers and designated 
healthcare representatives.  The Director 
will also prepare codes of practice 
for specific groups and will promote 
awareness of the legislation among the 
general public.
  The legislation proposes to 
change the law from the current all-or-
nothing status approach to a flexible 
functional definition, whereby capacity is 
assessed only in relation to the matter in 
question and only at the time in question.  
The Act recognises that capacity can 
fluctuate in certain circumstances, so if a 
person is found to lack decision-making 
capacity in one matter, this will not 
necessarily mean that he or she also 
lacks capacity in another matter.  The Act 
proposes three types of decision-making 
support options to respond to the range 
of support needs that people may have in 
terms of their decision-making capacity.  

With each of the three decision-making 
support options, decisions can be made on 
personal welfare, property and finance or a 
combination of these.

1. Assisted decision-making: A person 
may appoint a decision-making assistant – 
usually a family member or carer – through 
a formal decision-making assistance 
agreement to support him or her to access 
information or to understand, make and 
express decisions.  However, decision-
making responsibility remains with the 
individual and the decision-making 
assistant will be supervised by the Director 
of the Decision Support Service.

2. Co-decision-making: A person can 
appoint a trusted family member or friend 
as a co-decision-maker to make decisions 
jointly with him or her under a co-decision-
making agreement.  Here, decision-making 
responsibility is shared jointly between the 
individual and the co-decision-maker, who 
will be supervised by the Director of the 
Decision Support Service.

3. Decision-making representative: 
For the small minority of people who 
are unable to make decisions even with 
assistance, the Act provides for the Circuit 
Court to appoint a decision-making 
representative.  This decision-making 
representative will make decisions on 
behalf of the person but must abide by 
the guiding principles and must reflect 
the person’s will and preferences where 
possible. The functions of decision-making 
representatives will be as limited in scope 
and duration as is reasonably practicable.  
The Director of the Decision Support 
Service will supervise any such decision-
making representatives.

  While the Assisted Decision-Making 
(Capacity) Act 2015 has been signed by the 
President, only limited specific provisions 
have been commenced as yet.  On the 
17th October 2016, the Minister for Justice 
and Equality and the Minister for Health 
commenced provisions that allow for the 
appointment of the Director of the Decision 
Support Service and to provide for the 
establishment of a multidisciplinary working 
group that will make recommendations in 
relation to codes of practice for advance 
healthcare directives.  Pending the 
commencement of the remaining provisions 
of the 2015 legislation, the current status quo 
will remain in place.

14
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Looking for a great 
freezer that will take 
care of your frozen  
assets? Our  
independent tests  
find out which  
appliances keep their 
cool under pressure.

A freezer is a great asset for organised 
individuals who like to think ahead, buying 
freezable food in bulk to maximise savings 
when discounts arise or cooking large 
batches of food in order to have plenty of 
home-made dinners ready to be defrosted 
when time is short.  The freezer compartment 
in a fridge freezer may not provide sufficient 
space for such activities, however, so a more 
generously proportioned stand-alone freezer 
may be the answer.  This appliance should 
be able to freeze food fast and be easy to use 
and well suited to your purposes.  It will also 
need to be reliable, keeping temperatures 
stable regardless of how warm or cold the 
surrounding room gets and maintaining icy 
conditions for as long as possible in the event 
of a power cut.   Our independent labs have 
rigorously examined a number of available 
models of varying sizes and shapes to see 
which ones will stay cool when the heat is on.

Choosing a freezer
The most basic choice you will need to make 
when opting for a freezer is whether you are 
interested in a chest or an upright model.  
Chest models are utilitarian appliances that 
focus on maximising storage, with few style 
credentials on offer.   They are essentially 
large ice boxes with a lid on the top and the 
addition of removable hanging baskets or, 
sometimes, dividers to help bring some order 
to your frozen items.   Chest freezers tend 
to provide more usable space than uprights 
and can better accommodate large, bulky 

or awkwardly shaped items like big joints of 
meat.  They do, however, take up more floor 
space and even with baskets or dividers, 
items can be harder to find and you may have 
to spend a bit of time rummaging around 
before you can put your hands on what you 
are looking for.  In addition, you will have 
to bend over to reach down to the bottom 
of these sometimes very large appliances, 
which could cause problems for those with 
mobility issues.  And chest freezers will 
have to be defrosted manually, typically a 
time-consuming process.  On the plus side, 
however, chest freezers are generally better 
at keeping food safely frozen for longer in the 
event of a power outage – a factor that could 
be worth keeping in mind if severe weather 
often causes electricity supply problems in 
your area. 
  In contrast, upright models have 
a smaller footprint and you can choose 
between a tall appliance or one that fits 
neatly under the counter in your kitchen.  
Opening like a fridge, upright freezers may 
be either freestanding, coming in a range 
of colours and finishes, or integrated into 
a fitted kitchen, discreetly hidden behind 
a cabinet door.  With a series of drawers, 
these freezers are easier to load, unload 
and organise than chest models, making 
retrieving your frozen dinner a quicker 
process - though you probably won’t be able 
to squeeze as much food in.  Uprights tend 
to provide a greater range of handy features 
than chest models, which are more likely to 

stick to the basics of housing frozen food, 
with little to offer in the way of bells and 
whistles.

Features to look for
Having decided what available space you 
have to house a freezer and what type will 
best suit your needs, you can then consider 
whether there are any cool features that 
would benefit you and be worth seeking out.
  A key feature available on upright 
models that can definitely make life easier 
is frost-free technology.  Frost-free models 
relieve you of the tedious task of defrosting 
the appliance manually, thanks to a fan that 
circulates the air around the freezer cabinet 
to remove moisture and prevent ice from 
forming.   This will only be available on 
upright models and potential purchasers 
should be aware that frost-free freezers 
may be a little noisier than manual-defrost 
appliances, though none of the models on 
our table proved themselves to be overly 
loud in our tests.  In addition, food stored in 
frost-free appliances can be more susceptible 
to ‘freezer burn’ - the term applied to the 
unappealing white or grey spots that may 
appear on frozen food and that is caused 
by dehydration and oxidisation.  To prevent 
this from happening, all food should be well 
wrapped before being placed in the freezer.
  The ability of freezers to chill food 
down to safely frozen temperatures as quickly 
as possible, locking in nutrients, is paramount 
and, as shown by our tests, some models 
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are much more adept at this key task than 
others.  Even the fastest freezers can struggle, 
however, if a large load of fresh food is added 
at once.  The danger is that the newly added 
items will raise the temperature of the other 
already-frozen contents positioned near 
them.  A handy feature to help prevent this 
from happening is a fast-freeze function, 
whereby you can boost the freezing ability of 
the appliance as needed – for example, when 
you have done a large supermarket shop with 
plenty of freezer-bound items you need to 
store or when you have multiple batches of 
cooked food you need to freeze for use at a 
later point. 
  Freezer alarms are a useful safety 
feature that can be worth seeking out.   
Some models provide a high temperature 
warning indicator to make owners aware 
that the temperature in their freezer is rising 
to potentially unsafe levels, enabling them 
to take action and prevent their food from 
defrosting.  These indicators may be visible 
or audible – so either a warning light that 
switches on or an alarm that beeps.
  In our current batch of tests, 
we look at ten upright models and ten 
chest freezers, with some fairly compact 
appliances and others that offer very 
generous storage space.  Our testers 
measure the actual amount of space you 
will be able to use, as opposed to the space 
stated by the manufacturer, which may have 
been measured with all shelves or drawers 
removed and not provide an accurate 
calculation of how much food you will be 
able to realistically fit inside.   

Our tests
Our tests continually evolve and since our last freezer test, we have made some 
changes to how we assess each appliance.  Whereas ease of cleaning used to 
form part of our overall ease-of-use rating, it is now considered separately in all 
our testing of cold appliances.  The best-rated appliances will provide smooth, 
easy-to-clean surfaces with no awkward corners or dirt-trapping areas, as well 
as shelves, drawers and other storage accessories that can be removed without 
difficulty to facilitate a good wash.  In addition, we have held our tested models 
to ever-higher standards, so that the current batch of tests has only yielded two 
Choice Buys.  However, a number of other models scored well across the board 
and could be worth considering.

Useful contacts

AEG
tel 0044 3445 611 611
www.aeg.co.uk

Bosch
tel 01 4502655                 
www.bosch-home.ie

Some freezer dos and don'ts
Freezing is an excellent way to store food but there are some food safety 
precautions that you should take as recommended by safefood (www.safefood.
eu).

• Do not put hot food in the freezer - cool it down as quickly as possible first, cover 
it and then place it in the freezer.

• Dividing food into smaller usable portions helps to cool it down faster and also is 
handy when it comes to defrosting. 

• Do not be tempted to freeze any foods after their ‘use-by-date’ as they may no 
longer be safe to eat.

• The freezer temperature should be at –18° C – you can 
use a freezer thermometer to check if you are unsure.

• Ensure that the freezer door remains properly closed 
and only open it when necessary.

• Remember that the safest way to defrost food is in the 
fridge and not on the countertop.

• Once you have defrosted food, you cannot refreeze it 
and you should cook or eat it within 24 hours.

• Only defrost food in the microwave if you are going to 
cook and eat it immediately as when food is defrosted in 
the microwave it can get warm enough to allow harmful 
bacteria to grow.
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Those in the market for an upright freestanding freezer that will sit 
under your countertop might like to consider the Choice Buy AEG 
A81000TNW0.  This model will accommodate almost 76 litres of 
food and scored impressively in our tests in the all-important task 
of getting food frozen quickly – retaining nutrients and ensuring 
it will be pleasingly fresh when defrosted.  As with all models 
on test, this freezer successfully maintains a stable temperature 
and will be immune to rising temperatures in the surrounding 
room.  In the event of a power cut, this AEG appliance will keep its 
contents frozen for a reasonable amount of time – though other 
models on test did a better job here.  This freezer offers plenty 
of handy features, including frost-free technology, saving you 
from the arduous task of manual defrosting.  If you are adding 
a large amount of fresh food in one go, you can make use of the 
fast-freeze function to speed up the cooling process, and both 
a visible and audible alarm will let you know if the temperature 
inside the appliance has started to rise, giving you time to rectify 
the matter before your food spoils.  Testers had some ease-of-use 
concerns with the drawers on this appliance, which they found 
tended to tilt, but on the plus side, the appliance is generally very 
easy to clean.

1. AEG A81000TNW0 €370  
(upright, freestanding, under-
counter freezer)

The  Choice Buy Bosch GCM24AW20G is a spacious chest freezer 
that goes beyond the basics and will take excellent care of your 
frozen items.   Not only does this model offer fast freezing that gets 
all contents frozen swiftly to retain as many nutrients and as much 
freshness as possible, it provides excellent temperature stability 
so that food will stay safely frozen regardless of how warm or cold 
the outside room gets.  When an extra blast of freezing power is 
needed, the fast-freeze function will speed up the cooling process 
and if the temperature starts to rise, a warning light will alert you to 
the problem, though testers noticed that this could be more visible.   
A roomy appliance, the Bosch GCM24AW20G offers a very sizeable 
247 litres of usable storage, with two baskets hanging over the main 
cavity for storing smaller items.  Some other handy aspects include 
a light in the lid and the fact that the lid will remain open when you 
lift it, allowing you to rifle through the contents with both hands.  
Nonetheless, as with most chest freezers, this model scored poorly 
for convenience overall.  One area in which this freezer excels, 
however, is its insulation ability, allowing it to keep the contents at 
a safe temperature for an impressive amount of time in the event of 
a power cut.  

2. Bosch GCM24AW20G €420  
(chest freezer)

17
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS TEST PERFORMANCE   SCORE

Price (€) Freestand-
ing or built-

in (F or B)

Energy 
label

Size (cm) 
(hxwxd)

Usable 
freezer 
volume 
(litres)

Fast freeze  
function

No frost 
freezer

Freezing power 
(30%)

Energy use (15%) Temperature 
stability  (15%)

Recommend-
ed thermostat  
setting (10%)

Ease of use 
(10%)

Cleaning (10%) Noise and  
vibrations (5%)

Freezer  
insulation (5%)

%

Upright

1 AEG A81000TNW0 370 F A+ 85x61x66 75.8 ✓ ✓         89

2 Beko FFG1545W 400 F A+ 147x55x58 119.9 ✓ ✓         79

3 Bosch GSV36VW31G 649 F A++ 186x60x70 182.6 ✓         77

4 Ikea FRYSA 900 B A++ 178x55x55 166.8 ✓ ✓         76

5 Ikea GENOMFRYSA 350 B A+ 83x61x55 63.5         70

6 Hotpoint UH6F1CW UK 500 F A+ 169x60x68 162.4 ✓ ✓         67

7 Miele FNS37402i 2,200 B A++ 178x57x55 156.9 ✓ ✓         65

8 Liebherr G1223 330 F A+ 85x56x65 68.1 ✓         63

9 Indesit UIAA55 370 F A+ 142x56x59 115.9         57

10 Bush BUCF5585W 180 F A+ 86x56x56 59.1         52

Chest

11 Bosch GCM24AW20G 420 F A+ 92x101x80 247.1 ✓         81

12 Logik L200CFW14 260 F A+ 85x95x59 196.9         77

13 Bush BCF198L 240 F A+ 85x95x54 197.1         77

14 Curry Essentials C99CF13 120 F A+ 86x57x55 97.7         76

15 Beko CF625W 300 F A+ 86x76x73 209.1         74

16 Beko CF374W 180 F A+ 86x54x61 102.8         72

17 Bosch GCM34AW20G 649 F A+ 92x141x75 377.9 ✓         70

18 Whirlpool WHM3911 500 F A+ 92x141x72 380.4 ✓         69

19 Lec CF300LW 370 F A+ 83x103x72 265.3         61

20 Hotpoint CS1A300H UK 350 F A+ 92x119x75 310.3 ✓         60

USING THE TABLE

Star ratings are out of five.

SPECIFICATIONS

Price: Typical retailer’s price if you shop around.  
Prices found online only are indicated.
Size: The dimensions of the appliance rounded 
upwards to the nearest centimetre, measured for 
minimum height, width and depth with the door 
closed - though the appliance may need further 
space or gaps around it for ventilation according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions.
Usable freezer volume: The usable storage space as 
measured in our labs.

TEST PERFORMANCE
Freezing power: The time taken to cool down a light 
load in the freezer to an average temperature of 
-18°C.   
Energy use: Ratings for the energy consumption of 
the appliance over 24 hours with the ambient room 
temperature at 10°, 25° and 32°.
Temperature stability: The evenness and stability of 
the temperature in the freezer at room temperatures 
of 10° and 32°.
Recommended thermostat setting: A rating for the 
accuracy of the thermostat settings on the appliance.
Ease of use: Includes ratings for the ease of opening 
the door, accessing the contents, and adjusting the 
controls, and for the quality and handling of the 
storage features.
Cleaning: Rating for the ease of cleaning the interior 
of the freezer.
Noise and vibrations: The level of noise and 
vibration emitted by the freezer when switched on, 
while running and when switched off – the more 
stars, the quieter the appliance.
Freezer insulation: A rating for how long the freezer 
will be able to keep food at a safe temperature in the 
event of a power cut.
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Product Test/Pushchairs                                            

Trying to decide 
on the perfect 
pushchair? It’s a walk 
in the park with our 
independent reviews.

The decision to purchase a pushchair 
involves a number of key factors, ranging 
from the age of your baby, how long you 
want the pushchair to meet your baby’s 
needs, and how you will use it.  Newborn 
babies need to be able to lie flat to 
support and protect their back until they 
develop neck and head control.  However, 
from around six months, babies like to be 
able to sit up and see the world around 
them.  Given a baby’s rapidly changing 
needs, the appeal of a travel-system 
pushchair becomes clear.  These are 
versatile buggy frames onto which you 
can attach a regular seat unit, which may 
or may not recline fully to allow a baby to 
lie flat, and which may be swapped for a 
compatible car seat or a carrycot.   Thus, 
these systems can cater both for tiny 
babies who need a horizontal flat surface 
and for older infants who can sit up and 
they even allow you to transfer a sleeping 
baby from pushchair to car or vice versa 
without waking them up – though parents 
need to bear in mind that babies should 
not be confined to their car seats for 
lengthy periods of time.  Often adaptors 
are necessary to secure the car seat or 
carrycot in place, but some now handily 
slot straight into the pushchair chassis 
or frame and so do not require adaptors, 
which have to be stored and can easily get 
lost.   Although initially expensive, first-
time parents often opt for these systems 
as they adapt to the baby’s changing 

requirements and remove the need to buy 
completely new pushchairs for each phase 
of development.  For long-term planning, 
some pushchairs come with the option 
of attaching a second seat unit to turn 
them into a double buggy, which could 
be of interest to those hoping to extend 
their family in the future.  Be warned, 
though – travel-system pushchairs can be 
both heavy and bulky – you may need to 
consider where you will store it and the 
size of your car boot before making a final 
decision.
  As you can see from our table, 
prices vary significantly and with travel 
systems you will need to check what is 
included – sometimes the price merely 
covers the seat unit and frame and the 
car seat and carrycot constitute separate 
purchases, though on occasion the car 
seat or other items may be included in a 
package or ‘bundle’.  The accessories that 
come supplied also vary greatly – and 
you may find that rain covers, adaptors 
and sometimes even hoods all need to be 
bought as extras, increasing the overall 
cost substantially.
  For older babies or toddlers, 
a simple and lightweight stroller that 
folds like an umbrella may be all you 
feel you need.  These strollers have the 
advantage of supreme convenience and 
can be well suited to public transport.  
They vary greatly however in the level of 
comfort they provide, with some a little 

Pushchairs
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cramped in terms of the seating area, 
and lacking suspension or seat support.  
Small, plastic wheels may hamper 
manoeuvrability and many will not be 
suitable for babies who are younger than 
six months.  You will also need to check 
the weight limit that the stroller can take 
and adhere to it for your child’s safety.
  In our current tests, most 
of the pushchairs we examined are 
travel systems and these yield all our 
Choice Buys, whereas no stroller scored 
sufficiently highly to achieve Choice 
Buy status in this round of testing.  All 
models were tested both by experienced 
laboratory assessors and by parents or 
carers to provide both expert and user 
ratings.  We last reported on pushchairs 
in our February 2016 issue and many 
of the models examined then remain 
available in shops.

What to look for
For new parents, having made the 
bigger decisions about what type and 
size of pushchair they need, what other 
features are worth looking out for? Some 
features on offer will add to the baby’s 
comfort and safety, whereas others are 
aimed more at making life easier for 
hassled parents.  Here is a quick guide:

Height-adjustable handles
Parents come in all shapes and sizes, 
so it can be useful if the handles on the 
pushchair can be adjusted so that they 
are at a comfortable height for each 
individual who will be doing the pushing 
on a regular basis.

Adjustable backrest
Most pushchairs offer an adjustable 
backrest that can be lowered to one or 
more semi-reclined positions to help 
maximise the comfort of a sleeping child.  
As noted, only pushchairs that fully 
recline to an angle of more than 150° are 

suitable for babies up to three months 
of age.   Ideally, the reclining mechanism 
should be easy and smooth to operate 
with your child in the seat to minimise 
the chances of waking him or her up.

Reversible seats
The seat units on some pushchairs can 
be configured either so that the baby 
is facing the parent or person pushing, 
providing an opportunity for important 
interaction and eye contact when they 
are younger, or facing frontwards, 
enabling older babies to enjoy the 
fascinating sights of the wider world.  

Wheels
Swivel front wheels that rotate in any 
direction make it easy to manoeuvre on 
normal ground and pavements, though 
they can make it harder when moving on 
rougher ground or gravel, as the swivel 
wheel can easily be knocked off course 
by bumps and dips.  Some pushchairs 
offer the best of both worlds, however, 
with swivel wheels that can lock into 
position when needed.

Brakes
It is important that the brakes on a 
pushchair are not only highly effective 
but that they are easy to apply so that 
parents will be sure to use them every 
time they leave their hands off the 
buggy.  Linked, foot-operated brakes on 
both rear wheels - so that the left and 
right brakes can be applied at the same 
time, instead of individually - are very 
convenient but parents might like to 
make sure that their feet fit underneath 
them easily and that the bar that 
connects the brakes does not interfere 
with walking.

Shopping basket size 
It can be handy for the pushchair to 
be able to store some shopping when 
needed and our tests measure the size 
and capacity of the shopping basket area 
underneath the pushchair, which ideally 
will be sturdy and readily accessible even 
when the seat unit is reclined.  Parents 
should never be tempted to hang heavy 
bags from the pushchair’s handles due 
to the risk of toppling it over.

Folding mechanism
Parents can end up folding and 
unfolding their pushchair with surprising 
frequency and one-handed operation 
simplifies this process as it can then 
be possible to perform the task with 
your baby on your hip as opposed to 
having to find somewhere safe to put 

down your baby while you fiddle with 
catches and clips.   If possible, try out 
the folding mechanism before you buy 
and be aware that some pushchairs 
require you to detach seat units and 
other accessories before they are folded 
down - so depending on how often you 
will have to fold the pushchair - to put 
into a car boot, say - you may need to 
take this into consideration.   Beyond 
convenience, for safety, there should 
be two frame-locking mechanisms to 
release before the pushchair will fold 
down and both locking mechanisms will 
need to be engaged before the child 
is put into the chair.  Importantly, the 
child’s limbs and fingers should be well 
clear of the pushchair before folding or 
unfolding it.

  Having acquired any new 
item, it is advisable to take some time 
to read through all the instructions and 
become acquainted with the features 
before taking your new purchase out 
and about.  This is particularly important 
with baby equipment like pushchairs, 
which can take a bit of getting used to.  
For the sake of your own frazzled nerves, 
you don’t want to be trying to work out 
how to buckle the straps for the first 
time with a potentially disgruntled and 
wriggling baby on board.  An hour or 
so of quiet time on your own becoming 
familiar with folding and unfolding the 
stroller, buckling and unbuckling the 
restraint straps, raising and reclining the 
backrest, applying the brakes, attaching 
the car seat securely to the frame and 
locking it into place and so on is time 
well spent.

Useful contacts

Britax
www.britax.co.uk

Joie
uk.joiebaby.com/

Mamas & Papas
www.mamasandpapas.com/en-ie/

Mothercare
www.mothercare.ie

Phil & Teds
philandteds.com/ie

Silver Cross
silvercross.ie/
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1.Britax Affinity 2 €659 (Travel system)

The Choice Buy Britax Affinity 2 will 
ensure that your little passenger 
is transported comfortably over 
all types of surfaces and it has the 
added bonus of being very user-
friendly for parents.   This updated 
version of the travel system offers 
upgraded wheels that deliver a 
smooth ride even on bumpy or 
off-road surfaces.  The reversible 
seat is roomy and can be reclined 
using only one hand – however, 
it is ‘bucket’-shaped, with the 
angle of the seat and the backrest 
remaining unchanged when it is 
tilted back, so you will not be able 

to use this pushchair with babies 
of under six months who need to 
lie flat.  For younger babies, you 
can buy a compatible carrycot 
for around €200 that attaches to 
the frame easily, with no adaptors 
required.   The height and angle of 
the handlebars can be adjusted to 
suit different sized users, and this 
pushchair is straightforward to fold 
and unfold, with a self-catching clip 
to keep it tidy when stored away.  
The main criticism of this pushchair 
from testers is that it was on the 
heavy end for lifting or carrying.

2. Phil & Teds Smart €350 (Travel system)

The Choice Buy Phil & Teds Smart 
is a travel-system pushchair that 
delivered a particularly smooth 
ride on pavements but coped 
well with all surface types thanks 
to its large wheels.  Both parent 
testers and experts found this 
pushchair generally easy to use 
and lightweight to push with great 
manoeuvrability and one-handed 
folding.  The forward-facing seat 
unit is spacious, offering room for 
the child to grow, and it reclines 
sufficiently for very small babies 
to lie flat.  The pushchair can 
also be used with a number of 
compatible car seats as well as 
the manufacturer’s ‘cocoon’ soft 

carrycot, priced at €59, which 
neither parent testers nor experts 
were enthusiastic about, finding it 
difficult to attach and detach and 
flimsy when in situ. When folded, 
the pushchair stands upright, has 
a self-catching clip to keep it tidy 
and fits easily into a medium-sized 
car boot leaving room to spare.  
The handlebar is height adjustable, 
comfortable to hold and provides 
access to the effective hand brake.  
The storage basket underneath 
this pushchair was deemed to 
be a generous size and easily 
accessible, even with the seat 
reclined.  

The Choice Buy Mothercare Genie 
is a versatile pushchair that could 
be a good investment if you 
think you might like to extend 
your family.   This travel system 
is suitable for newborns with a 
reversible seat unit that can be 
converted into pram mode to allow 
your baby to lie flat and that will 
also accommodate older children 
up to 15kg.  Small passengers will 
be ensured a very smooth ride on 
pavements; getting up and down 
kerbs was very manageable; and 
even bumpier surfaces did not 
prove too much of a challenge with 

good manoeuvrability overall. The 
seat unit will need to be removed 
when folding this pushchair, but 
parent testers and experts noted 
that this was easy to do – though 
testers found that the whole thing 
was bulky to store and heavy to lift 
or carry.  It was also straightforward 
to attach and remove the wide 
range of popular car seats that may 
be used with this travel system.  A 
second seat unit may be purchased 
for €140 for those looking to turn 
this pushchair into tandem mode to 
cater for a second child.

3. Mothercare Genie €500 (Travel system)
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4. Silver Cross Reflex (2016) €270 (Travel system)

The Choice Buy Silver Cross Reflex 
(2016) is an excellent travel-system 
pushchair that can serve a baby’s 
needs from birth right up to around 
six years old or a maximum weight 
of 25kg.  Both parent testers and 
experts found this pushchair very 
easy to manoeuvre and push on 
pavements and smooth surfaces.  
Even rougher terrain did not prove 
too much of a problem thanks to 
the large wheels, with the little 
passenger’s comfort ensured due 
to the generous amount of padding 
overall.   The spacious seat unit 
is forward-facing only and can be 
reclined so that newborns can lie 

fully flat.  You can also attach the 
Silver Cross Simplicity car seat, 
which can be purchased separately 
for €200.  Aiding ease of use are 
a number of features, including 
height-adjustable handles and 
one-handed seat recline as well 
as a simple folding mechanism, 
double self-catching clips to hold 
everything in place when folded and 
a carry handle for hauling it around.  
Testers found that the folded 
pushchair fitted comfortably into a 
medium-sized car boot with a little 
room to spare and that this model 
would be reasonably well-suited for 
use on public transport.

5. Joie Litetrax 4 €200 (Travel system)

The most lightweight of our Choice 
Buys with plenty of features to 
offer, the Choice Buy Joie Litetrax 
4 impressed our testers in all key 
areas.  This pushchair may be used 
from birth with a forward-facing 
seat that reclines to a flat position 
for newborns.   As this model is 
travel-system compatible, a Joie 
Gemm or i-Gemm car seat - priced 
at €115 and €165, respectively - 
may be added, as can a Litetrax 
carrycot, priced at €125.  Both 
expert and user testers found 
that this pushchair delivered a 
smooth ride on pavements, being 
particularly easy to turn and 
manoeuvre, and that it generally 

coped well on all surface types.  
It also delivers on its promise of 
easy one-handed folding and, once 
folded, it fits neatly into a car boot.  
The lightweight and compact 
nature of this pushchair, combined 
with its manoeuvrability, makes 
it a good choice for those who 
frequently use public transport.  
One drawback, however, is that 
the handlebars are not height 
adjustable so you may need to try 
it out for size before you buy. The 
tested model has four wheels, but 
a three-wheeled version is also 
available for €230. 

Although undoubtedly pricey, the 
Choice Buy Mamas and Papas 
Ocarro is a high-end pushchair 
with plenty of features and lots 
to recommend it, particularly for 
parents who like the great outdoors.  
Not only does this pushchair 
provide a smooth and comfortable 
ride on pavements, its all-terrain 
wheels ensure that all types of 
uneven surfaces and rough ground 
do not present a problem.  The 
seat unit can be reclined to a flat 
position, making it suitable for 
newborns – and parents can choose 
to have the seat forward-facing or 
rear-facing, depending on the age of 

the child and personal preference.  
This travel-system pushchair can 
be used with Cybex and Maxi-Cosi 
car seats and a compatible Mamas 
and Papas carrycot is also available 
that attaches and detaches easily.  
This model comes with a spacious 
storage basket, a multi-position leg 
rest, and a huge hood that provides 
great coverage, as well as plenty of 
padding for the little passenger’s 
comfort.  This pushchair is bulky 
when folded, though it did fit into 
a medium-sized car boot in tests, 
and its size and length would likely 
make it inconvenient to use on 
public transport.

6. Mamas and Papas Ocarro €825 (Travel system)
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS TEST PERFORMANCE   SCORE
Daily use (75%)

Price (€) Weight 
(pushchair) 

(kg)

Number of 
wheel sets

Maximum 
recommend-

ed weight 
(child) (kg)

Overall daily use Manoeuvrability Child set-up Using the push-
chair

Travel system Transporting Cleaning Ergonomics 
(15%)

Storage (10%) %

Travel Systems

1 Britax Affinity 2
659 

online
13.1 4 17          84

2 Phil & Teds Smart 350 11.3 4 20          83

3 Mothercare Genie 500 12.5 4 15          82

4 Silver Cross Reflex (2016) 270 9.9 4 25          80

5 Joie Litetrax 4 200 9.1 4 15          80

6 Mamas and Papas Ocarro 825 13.6 4 15          79

7 Joolz Day 2 999 13.1 4 15          77

8 Cosatto Wow 725 11.4 4 15          74

9 Cosatto Giggle 2 599 10 3 15          72

10 Joie Brisk LX 190 8.1 4 15          69

11
Bugaboo D
onkey 

1,159 15.3 4 17          67

12 Babyzen Yo Yo + 459 6.5 4 18          67

13 Cosatto Wish 549 9.9 4 15          66

14 Recaro Easylife 250 6.1 4 15          61

15 Mountain Buggy Plus One 849 12.9 3 25          60

16 Cosatto Fly 345 9.2 4 15          42

Strollers

17 Maclaren Quest 300 6.5 4 15     na     75

18 Cosatto Yo 2 320 8.3 4 15     na     74

19 Joie Nitro 100 7.3 4 15     na     71

20 Mountain Buggy Nano 299 6.3 4 20     na     64

21 Chicco Lite Way 160 8.4 4 15     na     38

USING THE TABLE

Star ratings are out of five.

SPECIFICATIONS

Price: Typical retailer’s price if you shop around.  
Prices found online only are indicated.
Weight (pushchair): The weight of the pushchair 
frame and standard seat unit, excluding any 
accessories.
Maximum recommended weight (child): As stated 
on the pushchair or in the instruction manual for the 
standard seat unit. The maximum recommended 
weight for a compatible car seat or carrycot is likely 
to be lower.

TEST PERFORMANCE
Manoeuvrability: Rating for how easy it is to 
manoeuvre the pushchair around obstacles, in 
tight spaces and on different surfaces, including 
pavements, kerbs, uneven surfaces and off-road 
surfaces.
Child set-up: Rating for how easy it is to get a child 
settled into the pushchair - taking into account 
space, accessibility, buckles and size - as well as the 
ease of adjusting the harness, foot or leg rest and 
recline.
Using the pushchair: Includes ratings for the ease of 
folding and unfolding the pushchair, detaching and 
attaching the seat unit, adjusting the hood, applying 
the brakes and using and adjusting the handlebars.
Travel system: Rating for how well the pushchair 
works as a travel system, including the availability 
of a car seat or carrycot, the ease of attaching and 
detaching these items, the clarity of the labelling 
of the adaptors, and the manoeuvrability of the 
pushchair with a car seat or carrycot attached.
Transporting: Includes ratings for how easy the 
pushchair is to lift and move when folded, to carry 
up and down stairs, to fit into a car boot and to use 
on public transport.
Cleaning: A rating for the ease of removing and 
replacing covers and whether covers are washable.
Ergonomics: Includes ratings for the comfort of 
the child in the seat unit and expert ergonomic 
assessments for children of up to six months, one 
year, two years and three years of age.
Storage: The size, shape and accessibility of the 
storage basket area and the storage capacity as 
verified with everyday items.
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